We refresh
Bonn.

Questions and answers
about our water

Our Water Wagon
How many cups are handed out?
In 2017, our Water Wagon distributed over 157,000 cups
containing around 31,500 litres of finest Bonn water –
enough to fill 225 bathtubs. We’ve been using cups made
of corn starch (100% biodegradable) for over ten years.
Can we make this even more environmentally friendly?
Yes, and we want to use the 2018 season to test two possibilities: recycling of the corn starch cups and using returnable cups at selected events.
Returnable – does that mean a deposit on the cups?
No, we’re testing the no-deposit distribution of returnable
cups. A washing service makes them reusable after they’re
returned.
Why pure-grade recycling of corn starch cups?
Normal recycling processes cannot detect bioplastics. To
recycle them, these need to be collected separately from
other plastics.
How do I know which cups are used when?
We will make that decision depending on the location.
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What does this mean for Water Wagon visitors in 2018?
The new logo on the cups – BRING. MICH. ZURÜCK. –
appeals to the users to return them: bring back your cups
so that we can wash or recycle them.
How can we return the cups?
We are now setting up a return station next to the Water
Wagon. Just toss your cups in upside-down – they’ll be
neatly stacked.
Can I bring my own cup?
Sure, we’re happy to fill up your own personal cup.
Does the Water Wagon have free WiFi?
Yes, it offers free internet access.
Does the Water Wagon offer anything special for
children?
Yes, children can receive a free packet of Ahoj sherbet
powder.
How can I book the Water Wagon?
You can find the application form and all information on booking it on our website at stadtwerke-bonn.de/wasserwagen.
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Domestic water usage
Average values for water supplied to homes and small
businesses:
43 l (36%)
Bathing/showering/body care

5 l (4%)
Eating and
drinking
7 l (6%)
Home cleaning/car
washing/garden

7 l (6%)
Dishwashing

33 l (27%)
Toilet flushes

14 l (12%)
Laundry

11 l (9%)
Small-business portion

Source: BDEW Bundesverband der Energie und Wasserwirtschaft e.V (BDEW), 21/2/2017

Water facts
•

•
•

If all the water on earth was enough to fill a bathtub, the fresh-water portion would fill just a cup. The
volume available for supplying drinking water would
only be enough to fill a shot glass.
Germany is a water-rich nation. Only three percent
of the available water is used for the supply of drinking water.
Over ten tonnes of water are required to produce a
single tonne of paper.

The reservoir authority Wahnbachtalsperrenverband
(WTV) supplies Bonn’s drinking water. As the region’s
largest water producer, WTV supplies around 800,000
people in Bonn and the Rhein-Sieg and Ahrweiler administrative districts.
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Drinking water:
frequently asked questions
Is Bonn’s drinking water hard or soft?
With 5 – 7 °dH (German hardness), the water in Bonn, the
Rhein-Sieg and Ahrweiler administrative districts is considered soft.
soft

less than 1.5 mmol/l calcium carbonate

< 8.4 °dH

medium

1.5 to 2.5 mmol/l calcium carbonate

8.4 – 14 °dH

more than 2.5 mmol/l calcium
carbonate

> 14 °dH

hard

Is our drinking water suitable for preparing baby
food?
Our drinking water is highly suitable for preparing food for
healthy babies. If a child is known to be highly sensitive,
individual substances may require closer examination in
consultation with a physician.
How much water does each person consume daily?
On average, each person consumes 120 litres.
Do I need to filter my drinking water?
No, that is not necessary. You can consume drinking water
just as it comes from the tap.

Drinking water or mineral water? Can Bonn’s water
stand up in comparison?
Absolutely. Mineral water can vary greatly in terms of the
minerals it contains. This is no problem for healthy people.
But certain people, such as those with high blood pressure,
need to watch their sodium intake. Drinking water is the
most closely monitored and inspected food in Germany.
Where does our drinking water come from?
The drinking water in our supply network comes from the
reservoir authority Wahnbachtalsperrenverband (WTV),
which operates three drinking-water reservoirs:
•
The Wahnbachtalsperre Reservoir (the origin of the
name),
•
The Hennefer Siegbogen Groundwater Works,
•
The Meindorf Groundwater Works.
Is our drinking water disinfected?
Yes, in both Siegelsknippen and Meindorf, disinfection
using chlorine dioxide is the primary method.

Award-winning quality!

Free service line
Phone: 0800 1 011700
Monday through Friday 8 am – 8 pm
Saturday 8 am – 4 pm
Online-Chat
We’re also happy to answer all your questions online:
use our customer chat on our website stadwerke-bonn.de.
SWB Energie und Wasser
Welschnonnenstraße 4
53111 Bonn
enw-kundenservice@stadtwerke-bonn.de
Follow us

facebook.com/Blaue.Couch
twitter.com/wirfuerhier
instagram.com/swb_energieundwasser

06/18-VE/MK-1.000

SWB Energie und Wasser online
stadtwerke-bonn.de
bonn-spart-besser.de

Paper made of 60% recycled fibres, 40% fibres from sustainable forestry

Certified service quality: the highly renowned inspection
organization TÜV SÜD took a long, close look at our organisation and awarded our service their quality seal. Additionally, for the eleventh year in a row, we have been
declared a TOP utility by the website Energieverbraucherportal in the areas of power, natural gas and water
for our fair dealing, high-quality service, attention to our
region and future-oriented environmental awareness.

